WATER DEFINITIONS
Acre-foot: The amount of water that would cover an
acre of land, or about the size of a football field, one
foot deep. One acre-foot equals about 326,000 gallons.
Fresh Water: Water typically purchased from municipal
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sources, water districts and water companies that requires
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little or no treatment for use. Fresh water may be potable

Most of our fresh water is used to

(i.e., suitable for drinking and residential use) or non-

generate electricity to power our

potable (i.e., suitable for agriculture and other uses).

operations and over 300,000 homes.

Non-fresh Water: Water from sources like reclaimed
municipal wastewater, collected storm water or
agricultural runoff that requires a significant amount of
treatment before it can be used.
Produced Water: Water that originates in oil and gas
formations and is brought to the surface during the
production of oil and gas.
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Please visit CRC.com for more information about our annual
Water Conservation Metrics and 2030 Sustainability Goals.

Recycled Water: Water that is treated to remove solids
and impurities and reused.
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Comments or questions about this brochure
may be directed to:
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“As a Central Valley grower with a crop portfolio that
includes almonds, blueberries, citrus, pistachios and
walnuts, we understand the value of having sustainable
water sources and greatly appreciate our relationship
with California Resources Corporation.”

John Ocana
Director, Water Strategies
California Resources Corporation
(661) 529-4282
john.ocana@crc.com

-Jon Reiter
CEO, Maricopa Orchards
crc.com
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CRC DETAILS WATER
CONSERVATION GOALS

CRC’S EXPANSION
OF WATER RECYCLING

CRC treated, reclaimed and delivered an additional

California’s vibrant future depends on sustaining affordable,

The vast majority of water managed by CRC, called

into irrigation water or recharge, almost doubling

reliable energy and water resources. Even though the

“produced water,” occurs naturally in hydrocarbon

our contribution to agriculture in only two years.

11 percent to agricultural water districts for blending

combined oil, gas and mining industries use only one percent

reservoirs and is brought to the surface during the

In 2017, we achieved our maximum water delivery

of the water consumed in the United States according to

production of oil and gas. CRC separates produced

to agriculture driven by recycling or reclaiming
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U.S. Geological Survey data, we are committed to improving

water, which has natural salinity and minerals, from

nearly 100 percent of our produced water from our

In 2017, CRC supplied 4.9 billion gallons

California’s water balance.

the produced oil and gas. Recycling and reclaiming

largest steamflood field.

— over 15,000 acre-feet — of treated,
reclaimed water for agriculture.

Starting at our company’s launch in 2014, CRC set annual
water conservation metrics and established a dedicated
water management team of hydrologists, environmental

CRC IS A NET WATER SUPPLIER
As a California company, California Resources Corporation
(CRC), our Board of Directors and our workforce strive to
help our state achieve self-sufficiency in water and energy,
which we believe is the highest form of sustainability.
CRC is the largest independent oil and natural gas
producer in California, and we are proud to serve as a net
water supplier to California agriculture.
In 2017, CRC achieved a new company record, supplying
4.9 billion gallons – or over 15,000 acre-feet – of treated,
reclaimed water for agricultural use. For every gallon of

scientists, engineers and operations personnel to advance our
conservation and recycling efforts. The team’s objectives are
to sustain fresh water sources in the communities where we
operate through conservation and recycling and to increase
our role as a net water supplier to agriculture. Last year, our

produced water adds to California’s water balance a new
source for agriculture and industry and extends supplies

water delivery set a new record for our operations, and
supports over 5,000 acres of productive farmland and
associated farmworker jobs.

designated by regulatory agencies. Through expanded

from existing water sources. In 2017, 89 percent of our

recycling, CRC successfully reduced our produced water

produced water was reused, recycled or reclaimed, a

disposal by over 40 percent since 2015. Through our

company record. CRC directly recycled 78 percent in

conservation efforts, we also reduced our potable water

our oil recovery operations, significantly reducing our

use by 30 percent since 2015. We use less than 0.0075

need to purchase fresh water and preserving fresh water

percent of California’s urban potable water production,

resources for cities, towns and farms.

ensuring that our statewide operations don’t compete
with California communities for water resources.

Board of Directors established 2030 Sustainability Goals to
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provide for the long-term expansion of our water recycling.
Recycled produced
water is sometimes
injected into the
hydrocarbon reservoir
to enhance recovery
or to maintain
reservoir pressure.
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fresh water CRC purchased in 2017, we delivered nearly
three gallons of reclaimed water to agriculture. This

Excess produced water is injected into zones
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Surface
Surface
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Inside the reservoir,
there is oil, gas and
water. At the surface
these are separated.
The produced water
is recycled in our
operations, reinjected
or supplied to
agriculture.

Fresh groundwater

300'

Saline zone
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Many layers of impermeable
rock prevent fluid movement
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Impermeable cap rock holds
oil, gas and water in place
Hydrocarbon reservoir
oil, gas and water

Saline zone
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